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Abstract
We report a radially and azimuthally polarized (raPol)
microscope for high detection and estimation perfor-
mance in single-molecule orientation-localization microscopy
(SMOLM). With 5000 photons detected from Nile red (NR)
transiently bound within supported lipid bilayers (SLBs),
raPol SMOLM achieves 2.1 nm localization precision, 1.4◦
orientation precision, and 0.15 sr precision in estimating
rotational wobble. Within DPPC SLBs, SMOLM imag-
ing reveals the existence of randomly oriented binding
pockets that prevent NR from freely exploring all orien-
tations. Treating the SLBs with cholesterol-loaded methyl-
β-cyclodextrin (MβCD-chol) causes NR’s orientational dif-
fusion to be dramatically reduced, but curiously, NR’s
median lateral displacements drastically increase from 20.8
nm to 75.5 nm (200 ms time lag). These jump diffusion
events overwhelmingly originate from cholesterol-rich nan-
odomains within the SLB. These detailed measurements of
single-molecule rotational and translational dynamics are
made possible by raPol’s high measurement precision and
are not detectable in standard SMLM.

Beyond improving the localization accuracy1–6 of single-
molecule localization microscopy (SMLM),7–10 simultane-
ously imaging molecular positions and orientations in single-
molecule orientation localization microscopy (SMOLM) pro-
vides unparalleled insights into biochemical processes. Re-
cent developments in SMOLM allow scientists to resolve
the organization of amyloid aggregates,11–13 conformations
of DNA strands,6,14–18 and the structure of actin net-
works.19–21 Using point spread function (PSF) engineering,
microscopists have developed various techniques4,6,20,22,23 to
improve measurement precision, approaching the fundamen-
tal performance limits for measuring both orientation24–26

and localization.27,28
However, many SMOLM techniques exhibit poor measure-

ment precision for molecules that are oriented out of the
coverslip plane (e.g., the x- and y-polarized (xyPol) stan-
dard PSF12,29). Others improve measurement precision by
expanding the imaging system PSF significantly and thus
suffer degraded localization precision and detection sensitiv-
ity for dim emitters (e.g., the Tri-spot PSF22). Despite the
recent developments of CHIDO20 and the vortex PSF6 for
imaging the 3D positions and orientations of single molecules
(SMs), no existing techniques exhibit sufficiently high local-
ization precision, orientation precision, and sensitivity to SM
wobble for simultaneous 3D orientation, wobble, and posi-

tion tracking of SMs within lipid membranes. Inspired by
symmetries within the dipole radiation pattern, we demon-
strate a highly sensitive and easy to implement SMOLM
technique using radially and azimuthally polarized (raPol)
fluorescence,24,26,30 a variant of the y-Phi PSF.5 It is imple-
mented using a commercially available vortex (half) wave
plate (VWP) and polarizing beamsplitter (PBS) within a
widefield epifluorescence microscope. Unlike other tech-
niques, the orientation estimation performance of the raPol
microscope is excellent for molecules oriented along the opti-
cal axis (out of the coverslip plane). We utilize the raPol PSF
to study the dynamics of Nile red (NR) molecules transiently
bound to supported lipid bilayers (SLBs).31 Imaging NR
dynamics within DPPC SLBs reveals the existence of ran-
domly oriented binding pockets that prevent NR from freely
rotating. In addition, raPol is capable of tracking simultane-
ously the position and orientation of NR as it explores SLBs
modified by methyl-β-cyclodextrin loaded with cholesterol
(MβCD-chol). As cholesterol (chol) is deposited, NR’s ori-
entation tilts mostly perpendicular to the SLB, and its rota-
tional diffusion is greatly reduced, but its translational diffu-
sion dramatically increases almost four-fold. These data sug-
gest that NR “jumps” between cholesterol-rich nanodomains
within the SLB. To our knowledge, these experiments are the
first measurements of how MβCD-chol affects the nanoscale
chemical environments within lipid membranes at the single-
molecule level.

We begin by describing a rotationally diffusing molecule
using its average orientation µ = [µx, µy, µz]† =
[sin θ cosφ, sin θ sinφ, cos θ]† within a hard-edged cone of
solid angle Ω (Figure 1a), where µz is parallel to the optical
axis, Ω = 0 represents a rotationally-fixed molecule, and
Ω = 2π represents a freely-wobbling molecule. Here, we
assume that the SM wobbles uniformly within the cone for
simplicity, and our analysis may be easily adapted for other
rotational potential wells or geometries.32–34

Due to the symmetry of the dipole emission pattern, the
photons emitted by an SM oriented parallel to the optical
axis (µz = 1) captured by an objective lens are radially po-
larized.3,35,36 Therefore, an intuitive way to distinguish out-
of-plane molecules from in-plane ones is to measure radially
vs. azimuthally polarized fluorescence. We achieve this po-
larization separation by adding a VWP (Figure 1b) to the
back focal plane (BFP) of a microscope with two polarized
imaging channels. The spatially-varying fast axis direction
of the VWP turns the radially and azimuthally polarized
light to x and y-polarized light. A PBS is then used to sepa-
rate the fluorescence into radially and azimuthally polarized
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images (Figure S1a). As a molecule rotates out of plane, i.e.,
as µz increases, photons shift from the azimuthally polarized
to the radially polarized channel. When the SM is aligned
with the optical axis, all fluorescence photons are confined
to the radially polarized image (Figure 1c, red).

Figure 1: The radially and azimuthally polarized (raPol)
standard PSF. (a) The rotational diffusion of a fluorescent
molecule is described using a unit vector µ and a wobble
solid angle Ω on the surface of a hard-edged cone. (b) A
vortex (half) waveplate (VWP) is placed at the back fo-
cal plane of the imaging system, transforming radially and
azimuthally polarized light to x and y-polarized light, re-
spectively. Arrows represent the VWP’s fast axis. (c) Rep-
resentative radially (red) and azimuthally (blue) polarized
PSFs of rotationally-fixed molecules with polar angles θ of
90◦, 45◦, and 0◦. Colorbar: normalized intensity. Scale bar:
500 nm. (d) The probability of a missed detection PMD (i.e.,
a false negative) for 250 signal photons detected from an SM
with fixed wobble Ω = 0.28π sr and various polar angles θ.
These probabilities were computed using a Monte Carlo sim-
ulation of 25,000 noisy images. The best-possible precision
for estimating the (e) average orientation µ, (f) wobble angle
Ω, and (g) 2D position r of an SM with 5000 signal photons
detected based on the Crámer-Rao bound. Orange: xyPol;
green: raPol. Solid lines represent the mean precision av-
eraged over all azimuthal angles φ; shaded areas represent
the minimum to maximum range of precisions at each polar
angle θ. The background is 30 photons per camera pixel
(66.86 × 66.86 nm2).

High detection rates are critical for collecting unbiased
measurements of SM dynamics. We quantify the missed
detection (false negative) rate PMD of raPol compared to
xyPol, a common easy-to-implement SMOLM technique, us-
ing binary detection theory37 (SI Section 2.1). Note that
due to the complexity of jointly detecting and localizing
molecules in SMLM and SMOLM, the theoretical rate PMD
is overly optimistic compared to practical algorithmic per-
formance and should be interpreted as an estimate of relative
performance between PSFs. For a low signal-to-background
ratio (SBR), we find that the detection performance of raPol
is comparable to that of xyPol (Figure 1d). Thus, dim SMs
are detected more reliably using raPol as opposed to most en-
gineered PSFs optimized for SMOLM; it is more difficult to
detect weak emitters using larger PSFs. Due to the toroidal,
polarized emission pattern of an SM, detection performance
is orientation-dependent. For z-oriented molecules, the miss

rate using raPol is 80% less than that of xyPol since the
energy is concentrated in the radially polarized channel, but
worse for in-plane molecules for the opposite reason (Fig-
ure 1c). Intuitively, the missed detection rate decreases as
the peak intensity of the PSF increases (Figure S2b,c). In-
terestingly, due to the symmetry of raPol, its detection per-
formance is not affected by the azimuthal angle φ, whereas
that of xyPol may vary up to a factor of 6 across various φ
(Figure S2a,b).

Next, we compare the best-possible orientation and posi-
tion measurement precision for raPol and xyPol using the
Cramér-Rao bound (CRB, SI Section 2.2).37 The precision
of measuring the average orientation σ̄µ is quantified as the
angle subtended by an arc that represents measurement un-
certainty on the orientation unit sphere (SI Section 2.2).
Strikingly, raPol exhibits superior orientation measurement
precision over xyPol for 91.0% of all possible SM orienta-
tions (Figure 1e and Figure S2e). Similarly, for 83.8% of all
possible orientations, raPol measures SM wobble more pre-
cisely than xyPol does (Figure 1f and Figure S2f). Notably,
the average 2D localization precision σ̄r using raPol is also
slightly better than that of xyPol (Figure 1g and Figure S2d,
2.6% improvement), even though xyPol is usually perceived
to be optimal for localizing in-focus molecules.

While the translational dynamics of fluorophore-lipid in-
teractions have been characterized at the SM level, e.g.,
by fluorescence correlation spectroscopy,38 relatively little
is known about their rotational dynamics. We next study
the rotational dynamics of Nile red within SLBs31 using
points accumulation for imaging in nanoscale topography
(PAINT).10 We form a DPPC [di(16:0)PC (phosphatidyl-
choline), Figure S4] bilayer on coverglass and use RoSE-O,
a sparsity-promoting maximum-likelihood estimation algo-
rithm,18 to analyze images of blinking NR molecules and
extract their positions and orientations. First, we measure
NR within a DPPC SLB using both xyPol and raPol, excited
by circularly polarized epi (Figure 2a) and total internal re-
flection fluorescence (TIRF, Figure 2d) illumination. Inter-
estingly, NR’s polar orientation θ changes significantly with
illumination polarization, from a median of θ̃epi,raPol = 80.4◦
to θ̃TIRF,raPol = 41.6◦, implying that NR’s emission dipole
orientation is correlated with the orientation of its absorp-
tion dipole moment within a DPPC SLB. To confirm, we
changed the laser beam tilt to α = 25◦ and α = 45◦ rel-
ative to the optical axis (Figure 2b,c). As the z-polarized
electric field in the excitation beam increased, the observed
NR polar angles systematically decreased (θ̃α=25◦ = 74.4◦,
θ̃α=45◦ = 57.7◦). The change in polar angle is obvious
within the raPol images at each illumination angle α; flu-
orescence photons become increasingly radially polarized as
α increases [Figure 2(i)]. These trends were consistently ob-
served across ~35k localizations and 12 fields of view.

To explain how the polarization of the illumination laser
strongly affects the observed NR orientations, we used
Monte Carlo simulations to model light absorption, rota-
tional diffusion,39,40 and photon emission of NR within
a DPPC SLB, using reported values for its excited-state
lifetime (4.6 ns) and rotational diffusion coefficient (0.035
rad2/ns).41 These simulations generate images of diffusing
SMs (SI Section 4.1), and we use RoSE-O to obtain measure-
ments of their average orientation (θsim, φsim) and rotational
wobble Ωsim (Figure 2e,f). To best match the experimental
orientation measurements, we allow each NR to have a ran-
dom average orientation µsim uniformly distributed within
the domain |µz,sim| > 0.1. Each SM also has a random
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Figure 2: Rotational diffusion of Nile red (NR) within DPPC
supported lipid bilayers (SLBs). (a-d) (i) Average raPol im-
ages and (ii) orientation and wobble measurements of NR
as a function of illumination tilt angle α: (a) 0◦, (b) 25◦,
(c) 45◦, and (d) total internal reflection fluorescence (TIRF).
Measurements were collected using both (orange) xyPol and
(green) raPol imaging. Crosses represent the median of the
distribution, while solid lines represent the 33rd and 67th
percentiles, and dotted lines represent the 10th and 90th
percentiles. (e,f) Quantifying the effect of illumination tilt
angles α on measurements of (d) polar angle θ and (e) wob-
ble Ω. Green: experimental measurements. Dots represent
the median, solid lines represent 33rd and 67th percentile,
and dotted lines represent the 10th and 90th percentile.
Black and gray: simulated orientation measurements of ro-
tationally diffusing SMs, assuming an excited-state lifetime
of 4.6 ns, rotational diffusion coefficient of 0.035 rad2/ns,
and constrained diffusion within a hard-edged cone of solid
angle Ωsim ∈ [0.7π, 1.7π] sr. Lines, dark and light gray areas
represent the median, 33rd/67th, and 10th/90th percentiles,
respectively. Colorbar: photons; scalebar: 500 nm.

wobble within a hard-edged cone of solid angle Ωsim uni-
formly distributed between 0.7π and 1.7π; a molecule can
freely explore all possible orientations within the aforemen-
tioned cone. With these parameters, the simulated orienta-
tion measurements match both the experimental median and
variation in NR orientations reasonably well (7.8% average
error in median θ̃, 5.0% average error in median Ω̃).

Our model therefore suggests that during a fluorescence

“flash,” NR embeds itself within a network of binding pock-
ets between lipid acyl chains; some are stable on the order
of our camera exposure time (100 ms), while others rotate
slowly over ~1 sec (see below). These anisotropic pockets
are randomly oriented in all directions except parallel to
the coverslip (i.e., θ ∈ [0◦, 84◦]). Further, steric effects allow
NR to explore an intermediate range of orientations (median
Ω̃ = 1.11π sr in our experiments irrespective of illumination
tilt α) but prevent it from rotating freely.

Figure 3: Orientation distribution of NR molecules within
DPPC SLBs after cholesterol-loaded methyl-β-cyclodextrin
(MβCD-chol) treatment excited by (a) epi and (b) TIRF il-
lumination and measured using (orange) xyPol and (green)
raPol. Crosses represent the median of the distribution,
while solid lines represent the 33rd and 67th percentiles, and
dotted lines represent the 10th and 90th percentiles. A k-
means clustering (k = 2) is used to separate the distribution
into two populations. (c-e) Identifying cholesterol-rich re-
gions within the SLB using raPol and TIRF illumination.
(c) SMLM image of NR in the azimuthally polarized imag-
ing channel. (d-e) SMOLM images of (d) median polar angle
θ and (e) median wobble cone angle Ω of NR localizations in
each bin. Colorbars: (c) localizations per bin, (d) polar angle
(deg), (e) wobble solid angle (sr). Bin size: 100× 100 nm2.
Scale bar: 1 µm.

We next explore raPol’s ability to detect chol-induced or-
dering within DPPC SLBs.31 Cholesterol is loaded into the
bilayer using two successive MβCD-chol treatments (40 µM
for 5 minutes, then 80 µM for 5 minutes, SI Section 3.2), and
we again measured NR orientations using xyPol and raPol
under epi (Figure 3a) and TIRF excitation (Figure 3b). We
observe two distinct “clusters” of NR orientations under
both illumination conditions; the first is oriented nearly per-
pendicular to the SLB (median θ̃TIRF,raPol,1 = 16.5◦), which
is consistent with previous observations.31 The polar angles
of localizations within this cluster do not change with il-
lumination polarization, except that number of localizations
when using epi illumination is 15% of that using TIRF. Both
xyPol and raPol detect a decrease in rotational wobble (me-
dian Ω̃TIRF,raPol,1 = 0.93 sr) when chol is present. These
data suggest that this population of NR is tightly confined
within a small range of orientations during its fluorescence
lifetime, which is consistent with our intuition of increased
crowding within chol-condensed SLBs.

However, we note a significant discrepancy between xyPol
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and raPol measurements of the second cluster. When using
raPol, this other population of NR exhibits similar orienta-
tions (median θ̃TIRF,raPol,2 = 44.5◦, Ω̃TIRF,raPol,2 = 3.47 sr)
to that of NR within the DPPC-only SLB (Figure 2a,
θ̃TIRF,raPol = 41.6◦, Ω̃TIRF,raPol = 3.48 sr). However, there
is no clearly resolved second cluster in the xyPol mea-
surements, just a long tail in the θ − Ω distribution [Fig-
ure S8a(i)]. Compared to raPol imaging (Figure 1e,f and
Table S2), xyPol’s degraded orientation sensitivity makes it
difficult to resolve these two NR orientation behaviors within
DPPC-chol SLBs.

These two distinct orientation subpopulations raise the
question: are these NR binding behaviors uniformly dis-
persed throughout the SLB, or has chol partitioned the SLB
into micro- or nanodomains? We first use ThunderSTORM
to localize NR blinking events in the azimuthally polarized
channel. Since NR within ordered DPPC-chol SLBs is nearly
fixed and perpendicular to the membrane (Figure 3b), az-
imuthally polarized fluorescence only originates from regions
of the SLB that are depleted of cholesterol. We observe an
obvious distinction between darker cholesterol-rich regions
vs. localization hotspots without cholesterol (Figure 3c).
Analyzing images from both raPol channels using RoSE-O,
we are able to construct SMOLM orientation θ (Figure 3d)
and wobble Ω (Figure 3e) images, where chol-depleted nan-
odomains are easy to distinguish due to their large polar and
wobble angles. These regions are difficult to detect in stan-
dard SMLM reconstructions since NR’s localization density
is mostly uniform everywhere (Figure S8d). Interestingly,
xyPol is able to distinguish between chol-rich and poor re-
gions of the SLB using NR polar angles θ (Figure S8b), but
its map of NR wobble Ω is extremely noisy (Figure S8c).

With increasing chol in the SLB, we also observed remark-
able changes in the residence time of many NR molecules.
Here, we track the 2D positions and 3D orientations simul-
taneously of diffusing NR molecules over multiple frames
(see Figure S11d for the distribution of NR binding times).
Within the DPPC-only SLB, one molecule is translationally
fixed, but rotates along the polar direction; the brightness
ratio between the raPol imaging channels changes over time
(Figure 4a-c, blue). After a single application of MβCD-chol,
another SM exhibits more translational diffusion and rotates
along the azimuthal direction; the double-spot PSF in the
azimuthally polarized channel rotates dramatically over time
(Figure 4a-c, orange). After the final treatment, another NR
molecule moves a large distance in x and y but remains z-
oriented throughout its entire trajectory (Figure 4a-c, pur-
ple). Additional representative SM trajectories are shown in
Figure S9.

To quantify rotational diffusion between frames, we com-
pute the angular displacement (i.e., rotation) of single NR
as

δi = cos−1(µi+1 · µi), (1)

which represents an angle between two adjacent orienta-
tion measurements µi and µi+1 within an SM trajectory.
This slow-scale displacement remains unchanged after a first
application of MβCD-chol [27.3◦ ± 26.5◦ (median ± std.
dev.) before and 26.4◦ ± 25.7◦ after treatment, respec-
tively, Figure 4d]. Only after a second higher-dose in-
cubation of MβCD-chol does the average SM rotation δ̄
decrease to 20.3◦ ± 20.2◦. In contrast, fast-scale intra-
frame SM wobbling Ω decreases successively after each treat-
ment (Figure 4d), from 3.93 ± 0.96 sr before treatment to
3.24±1.05 sr after a 40 µM incubation for 5 min., and finally
to 1.74± 1.06 sr after a 80 µM treatment.

Figure 4: Rotational and translational dynamics of NR
within SLBs before and after successive MβCD-chol treat-
ments. (a) Raw raPol images of three SMs undergoing dif-
fusion. Scale bar: 500 nm; colorbar: photons. (b,c) SM
trajectories exhibiting (b) rotational and (c) translational
diffusion corresponding to images in (a). Circles and dia-
monds represent the first (t0) and last frame (te), respec-
tively. The relative position between the three trajectories
in (c) is arbitrary. Scale bar: 50 nm. (d) Average angular
displacement δ̄ vs. average wobble Ω for each NR trajectory.
Solid lines represent the 33rd and 67th percentile, and dotted
lines represent the 10th and 90th percentile of each distri-
bution. Intersections represent the median. (e) Measured
lateral displacements ∆r accumulated over all NR trajec-
tories. Shaded area (purple) represents localizations within
chol-rich regions of the SLB, as measured by the NR polar
angle θ and wobble Ω. Blue: before MβCD-chol treatment;
orange: after 40 µM treatment for 5 minutes; purple: after
80 µM treatment for 5 minutes. All data here are from blink-
ing events lasting at least two consecutive frames (200 ms).

Even though NR molecules become more rotationally con-
strained as chol concentration increases, they curiously ex-
hibit successively larger translational motions. The lateral
displacement, given by

∆ri = ‖ri+1 − ri‖ , (2)

is 20.8 ± 37.4 nm (median ± std. dev., 200 ms time lag
between the ith and (i + 1)th frame) averaged across all
NR localizations before adding MβCD-chol (Figure 4e). Af-
ter a 40 µM treatment, the average displacement becomes
28.2 ± 37.5 nm and grows to 75.5 ± 50.3 nm after a 80 µM
treatment. We gain additional insight into these behaviors
by using the polar orientation θ and wobble Ω of each lo-
calization to separate molecules exploring chol-rich regions
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of the SLB from those exploring chol-poor ones (using k-
means classification, see SI Section 4.3). We find that the
largest lateral displacements overwhelmingly occur when NR
is within chol-rich domains [∆r = 44.4 ± 44.1 nm in chol-
poor vs. ∆r = 91.5 ± 47.1 nm in chol-rich domains, Fig-
ure S10c(iii)]. In fact, the proportion of all large lateral
displacements (∆r > 62.4 nm = 3× the median of ∆r in
DPPC SLBs) that originate from chol-rich regions is more
than 84.8%.

In summary, we design and implement a new PSF, the ra-
dially and azimuthally polarized (raPol) standard PSF, for
SMOLM that only requires a commercially available wave-
plate and polarizing beamplitter to be added to a stan-
dard epifluorescence microscope. The PSF is significantly
more compact than other engineered PSFs. Despite its com-
pactness, raPol’s orientation precision is 30.6% better on
average compared to xyPol. In addition, since z-oriented
dipoles produce radially polarized light, raPol can directly
detect the presence of out-of-plane molecules via a simple
quantification of the brightness ratio between its two detec-
tion channels (Figure 3c). Thus, it achieves excellent sen-
sitivity for measuring the polar orientation of a fluorescent
molecule.25,26

This combination of superior detection rate, excellent ori-
entation measurement precision, and strong localization pre-
cision enables raPol to measure the rotational and transla-
tional dynamics of SMs with exquisite detail. For example,
after a first dose of MβCD-chol, the average cholesterol con-
centration within the membrane is still relatively low (Fig-
ure S7b), but by measuring the decreasing wobble Ω, we can
detect the changing chemical composition of the SLB. After
a second treatment, we find that NR demonstrates a curious
combination of diffusive behaviors: strongly confined rota-
tional motions but dramatically larger translational jumps
between frames. The distribution of lateral displacements
∆r (Figure 4e, purple) is non-exponential and broad, and
thus, NR diffusion is inhomogeneous throughout the SLB.
We surmise that the MβCD-chol treatments dissolve the
SLB in a highly nonuniform manner, causing NR to exhibit
“jump diffusion” between regions of intact membrane. NR
molecules repeatedly diffuse across damaged portions of the
bilayer with widely varying jump distances ∆r to bind tran-
siently with other chol-rich islands, where their orientations
are highly confined upon binding. Thus, NR’s rotational and
translational dynamics, as observed by raPol SMOLM, sup-
port previous observations of cyclodextrin molecules damag-
ing lipid membranes by carrying away lipid molecules after
depositing cholesterol.42,43 This insight into MβCD-chol ac-
tivity on the SLB is not detectable by conventional SMLM
(Figure S8d,e). These observations demonstrate that imag-
ing SM positions and orientations simultaneously is powerful
for elucidating a more complete picture of chemical dynam-
ics at the nanoscale.

Looking ahead, we anticipate that the ease of implement-
ing raPol will enable SMOLM to be adopted more widely
by the nanoscience community. Further developments are
needed in image analysis technologies to increase their au-
tomation, robustness, and speed. The excellent detection
rate, measurement precision, and simple optical setup of
raPol makes it a robust tool for studying a variety of dy-
namics and processes in soft matter with SM sensitivity and
nanoscale resolution.
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